Irrigation system helps the farmers to be more
efficient and effective
New technology of irrigation system is a technique that help the farmers to use the time more efficiently
and also help them to win more by the grow up of the quality and quantity of vegetables.
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Qemal Sulejmani was born and grows in a village of Shushica Communes, his family was farmers and in
all their live they have this style of life. Since 1998 his family has restarts to work in the field of
agriculture. For 15 years he was in Italy (Foggia) working in agriculture and in this time he was in contact
with new technology and new method at agriculture field.
In 2008 he turns back in Albania and opens this agriculture company. Every year he cultivates different
kind of vegetables like tomatoes, peppers, broccoli, cauliflower, cunning, spinach, etc.
He works the land rent by others farmers more than 13 ha and he produces by himself the vegetable
seedlings.
Irrigation drops and care shown to increase vegetable makes him to be very successful in his business.
This system is very effective because the farmers doesn’t spent time for the irrigation and doesn’t spend
water because the water by this technique go directly at root of the plant, the land near the plants take the
humidity and all minerals remain closer to the plant by feeding better it. So the plants can produce more
than without this method and the quality of the product can be more because the plant take all necessary
by the land.
He cultivates products which are required in the market and they have a good price.
This case is very successful and need to share with others farmers in order to profit more by this sector.
He sells in Vlora market and has a good profit and income from this business.

